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You have been in partnership with colleagues for
several years. A disagreement has arisen where
one partner is doing a new and bizarre line of
work for the partnership. Your partnership is
responsible for that partner’s work and the other
partners are concerned about reputation.
How do you deal with this?

The position is governed by the Partnership Act 1890!
Every partner may take part in management and the
partners agree between them how that will operate. If the
decision to be made relates to “ordinary matters” then
a majority rule can make the decision to stop that line of
work and/or take steps to remove that partner.

No

If the decision relations to “other matters” that are not in
the ordinary nature of the partnership business, then all
partners must consent. It appears this will be a matter
upon which all partners must consent. Partners are jointly
and severally liable for the debts and obligations of the
partnership and therefore you need help because you are
bound by the actions of the errant partner.

Do you have a partnership deed?

Yes

What does this say about the scope of partnership
work and it’s quality? Is the errant partner in
breach of the agreement?

No

Yes

Terms for expulsion relating to a breach of the
agreement and conduct are likely to have an
adverse effect on the business.
What do you do?

Discuss in a
partnership
meeting?
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Change the
locks?

At this stage, this is the best option.
If that partner’s presence is
important to the core business then
they need to be present at work. If
not, if you cannot agree a cessation
of the new line of business do you
change the locks or see a solicitor?

See a solicitor

BREATHING NEW LIFE INTO LAW

In the absence of a breach of the
agreement, the existing partners have
a duty of good faith pledged mutually
to each other.
You either need to agree to the
cessation of the new line of work which
raises concern, or see a solicitor.
The improper exclusion of a partner
from taking part in the management
of a partnership business could lead to
Court intervention.
Do you speak to the partner to try to
agree cessation of the line of work, or
see a solicitor?

You need a
solicitor now!

Great. Remind the leaving
partner of those provisions

Speak to the partner – explain
your concerns and that all
of the partners are bound
by the actions and are not
comfortable. Even Court
cannot force people to
work together if there is a
breakdown in mutual trust and
confidence. If the partner
refuses, do you change the
locks or see a solicitor?

In the absence of a power of
expulsion in the partnership
deed, this cannot be
done without putting the
partnership business at risk.
Do you have a power?

You need to see a solicitor to dissolve and then
wind-up the partnership to stop the innocent
partners being liable for the dubious work of the
errant partner. To wind up the partnership may
take years, require valuations of the good will
which will be eroded during the passage of time
when the business is not operating. Unless the
partner is appropriating assets, even the errant
partner can participate in a winding-up.
A form of alternative dispute resolution, such as
a mediation, may be used to agree how it will be
wound up in the least stressful way

It is likely that the Deed will also give
you the power to pay them on their
garden leave and a prohibition in them
contacting clients and dealing with
confidential information.
Do you have this?

Either you can agree this
with the leaving partner or
you will need an injunction
to prevent the use of
confidential information.
The remaining partners are
required to act in the best
interests of the partnership
and they can regulate the
activities of an outgoing
partner

Yes
No

Yes

No

You have just expelled a partner in a manner which would justify
that partner seeking a Court Order that the partnership is
considered dissolved. Dissolution does not end the partnership,
it ends the relationship, but the partners still have the right
to enter the partnership premises to wind the business down.
However, it risks goodwill, reputation and physical assets

Expulsion from the partnership if done in the wrong way can lead to dissolution of the partnership
risking reputation, goodwill, clients and physical assets
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You need a
solicitor now!

